Give Bobby A Chance!
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Yesterday was Nancy’s birthday. She invited a lot of friends and relatives to the party.

At three o’clock, the birthday cake arrived from the bakery shop. It was soon cake time! The children and adults gathered around Nancy. They were very excited to see a cake coming out from an ordinary box.

When Nancy opened the box, two big, disgusting cockroaches jumped out of the cake, several cockroaches began to crawl out. Nancy and the others began screaming, jumping and running. Only Bobby looked at them and shot a mischievous smile to her.

 Everyone began leaving, but Bobby was adding more fake cockroaches and people gathered around and shouting to Bobby. Bobby’s mother said sorry and asked Bobby to apologise to Nancy.

Nancy forgave Bobby and now, guess what? She became Bobby’s good friend!

Everyone deserves a chance and Nancy was happy she gave one to Bobby.